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PANELISTS

**Funke Sangodeyi** is the founder of EPISTEME, a boutique social science-based insights and strategy consultancy. She has led projects for C-suite clients across a range of industries at EPISTEME and previously at Danish-American firm ReD Associates. She holds a PhD in History of Science from Harvard University (‘14), an MPhil in History and Philosophy of Science from University of Cambridge (‘99), and a Bachelor’s in Molecular and Cellular Biology from Harvard (‘97).

**Odile Harter** is a Research & Pedagogy Librarian, Harvard College Libraries. Her subject area is literature, and she serves as the library’s liaison to the departments of English, Comparative Literature, and the French & Italian sections of Romance Languages and Literatures. Odile’s projects have included coordinating an educational event series for librarians, designing a “Library Power Up” pop-up series, co-creating the HOLLIS user guide for Harvard’s primary library discovery tool, and creating individual workshops and events on a range of topics, from research pedagogy to peer review. Her signature project is Unabridged: A Master Class in Library Research, a multi-day January workshop for graduate students that is now in its 6th year. She holds a PhD in English from Harvard.

**Latif Nasser** is co-host of the award-winning WNYC Studios show Radiolab, where he has reported stories on everything from snowflake photography to medieval robots to a polar bear who liked to have sex with grizzly bears. Earlier this year, he hosted the miniseries The Other Latif, about his Moroccan namesake who happens to be Detainee 244 at Guantanamo Bay. In addition to his work in audio, Latif is the host and executive producer of the Netflix science documentary series, Connected. He has also given two TED talks and written for the Boston Globe Ideas section. He has a PhD from Harvard’s History of Science department.

**Pete Pellizzari** originally attended the University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign to pursue a Computer Science degree before switching to get a BA in History and Political Science. He graduated with a PhD (May ’20) in History from Harvard, focusing on early America and the American Revolution. In his current role as co-founder and managing director at Threadable, he looks to tie together his long-standing interests in technology, digital history, and love of books.